Create a glossary of
Create your own
Create a fact file
Egyptian vocabulary. tomb or coffin for a about ancient Egypt.
Include at least 10
mummy.
Think about the
words and their
Remember they are
river Nile, the
meanings. E.g.
decorated with a
Pyramids, the gods,
Sarcophagus,
picture of the person food and drink, their
Canopic Jar, scarab
and show off their
clothing and the
etc.
wealth.
houses.
Research the
ancient Egyptian
Create top trump
Design and make a
hieroglyphic
cards using Ancient
death mask for
alphabet and write
Egyptian Gods,
Tutankhamun.
them out. Then use
Goddesses and
it to write your
Pharaohs.
name.
Imagine you were
Create your own
Create an
there when
Egyptian quiz
advertising poster
Tutankhamen’s
including at least 10
for cruises down the
tomb was
questions. Challenge
River Nile. What will
discovered. Write a
your family and
tourists see as they
diary or news report
friends to answer
cruise?
about the event.
them.
Make a pyramid
Make a 3D model of
Make a Scratch
model. Could you
a typical home
game based on
show what it might
during Ancient
Ancient Egypt.
look like inside?
Egyptian times.

Make some
Egyptian honey
cake or a
different
Egyptian food
and share it with
your family.
Write an
explanation for how
the pyramids were
constructed.

Design and make
some jewellery
inspired by one of
the Egyptian Gods.

Write a story set in
Ancient Egypt.

Design a tourist
leaflet to encourage
tourists to visit
Ancient Egypt.

Make a collage,
paint a picture or
think of another
creative way to
show of your
Egyptian knowledge.

Make a short
documentary about
Ancient Egypt.

It is your job to become an Ancient Egypt expert. Look in books or on the internet, but remember
to search safely by adding ‘for kids’ to your search. There are lots of clips and pieces of
information on BBC Bitesize to start with. You may choose as many tasks to complete for your
project as you want and you can display your work anyway that you wish to e.g. a book, posters,
video, PowerPoint or combination of any of these. Alternatively, you can think of a different task
to show off your knowledge of Ancient Egypt, but try to be as creative as you can be.

